Roll Call

✓ Tom Bailey – COSC & Council Chair
✓ Dennis Coon – At Large
✓ Jeffery Anderson - Teaching APL
   Michael Barker – CAE & Faculty Senator
   Perry Wechsler – Research APL
✓ Mark Garnich – ME
✓ Lamia Goual - CPE
✓ Tom Parish – ATSC
✓ Jon Pikal - ECE

Approval of Previous Minutes

- FC minutes from 10/26/2012 were approved. Minutes will be posted on the FC web page.

Old Business

- Student Appeals Committee
  - Discussion of majority of students on the appeals committee. Request for Dr. Barrett to provide some insight.
  - Discussion regarding any limits pertaining to the committee’s “decision.”
  - Discussion related to the vague use of the term “committee” in the by-laws and procedures. Use of “pool” and “panel” to clarify the specific roll. Tom Bailey will modify documents to reflect this clarification. Compare to wording in 6-802.
  - Recommend that a JEC pool is create for each academic year.
  - Request that Dr. Barrett provide more specific details related to past grade appeal results.
  - Discussion regarding the amount of time required to serve on a Student Appeal case.

Meeting Adjourned